Fundamentals of
Artificial Intelligence
with Python

TRAINING
OBJECTIVES
The future will have AI as an integral component of every job
sector. It is creating new career paths in the field of machine
learning, data mining, analytics, software development, program
management, and testing.
The demand for AI professionals is growing exponentially with
each passing year. This can be seen in the rise in demand for
professionals working on large datasets using programming
languages like R & Python.
With this program, we aim to impart fundamental programming
skills to students so that they can fill these roles in the market.
The objective of the course is to present an overview of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) principles and approaches. Develop a basic
understanding of the building blocks of AI – specifically within
the hottest emerging fields of data analysis and machine learning.
Our program will also provide you with the latest job-ready tools
and skills, including open-source tools and libraries, python data
visualization, data analysis, basics of machine learning algorithms
and an understanding on how to deploy AI systems. You will learn
AI through hands-on practice using data science tools and realworld data sets.
Upon successfully completing this course, you will have built a
portfolio of AI projects to provide you with the confidence to
plunge into an exciting profession within the ever-growing AI skill
universe.

CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Eligibility Criteria
Language: Understanding of English
Education: DAE(Engr) / ICT / BE / BS / BA and above
Preferred: Basic understanding of computer
languages like C++, HTML, SQL

DURATION
3 Month

Training Methodology

Online / Onsite (multiple locations)

Training Approach

Practical (80%), Theory (20%)

Instruction Medium
English

SKILL PROFICIENCY DETAIL
On completion of this training program, the trainee’s skill profile will include:
Working with Python as a fundamental programming language
Understanding Python syntax and performing basic functions
Using Python to perform numerical & scientific operations on data
Working with NumPy for numerical computing and pandas for Data
manipulation
Have skills to ingest, cleanse, manipulate and visualize data using Python
Finding outcomes based on given data
Understanding Machine Learning algorithms
Deployment of basic AI solutions within Computer / IT projects

KNOWLEDGE PROFICIENCY DETAIL
On completion of this training program, the trainee knowledge profile will
include:
Understanding of the field of Artificial Intelligence
Use of Conda and Jupyter Notebook
Python programming basic
Visualizations with matplotlib
Visualizations with Seaborn
Data assessment with visuals
Scientific computing with NumPy
Grouping, stacking, and merging data
Importing data from various sources
In-depth data cleaning
Basics of Machine Learning
Types of Machine Learning

EMPLOYABILITY OPTIONS
Upon completion of this training program, the trainee will have the following
career options:
Junior Python Developer
Entry Level Data Analyst
Freelance python programmer
Junior AI Internee
Machine Learning Intern

COURSE
OUTLINE
WEEK 1-4
Chapter 1: Introduction and Getting Started:
What is AI, Need of AI, history of AI, Feilds of AI, Application of AI, Modern
AI, Future of AI, Jobs in AI.
Chapter 2: Python Programming
Installation, setup, Basic variable types, type conversions, printing output,
reading input, Quick introduction to errors, Formatted printing (using fstrings/format-function)
Condition statements (if-elif-else), while- and for-loops, Lists, tuples,
dictionaries, sets, Conditional assignment, Multiple assignment,s and tuple
unpacking, While-else and for-else,
Functions, args, and kwargs, comprehensions, Scope, map, filter, reduce,
Lambda functions, Generator functions, OOP, working with modules
Working with files, Reading and writing JSON files with Python's json
module, Regular expressions
Chapter 3: Tools for Data Manipulation:
NumPy Data Types, Indexing, Element Wise Properties, NumPy Functions,
Slicing, Basic statistics, Working with datasets, Data manipulation,
reshaping, resizing arrays, casting arrays, stacking arrays, concatenating
arrays, basic data analysis
Series, DataFrames, Filtering, data extraction, working with text data, type
conversions, working with dates and times, data reading and data saving,
working with databases.
Chapter 4: Data Ingestion and cleansing:
Data Acquisition using web scraping, Working with requests, Scraping using
Beautiful Soup, Scraping with Selenium, Hands-on Live Scraping Project,
Reading and importing from CSV, xlsx, and hdf5 files, Data importing from
databases, Missing values, and Data Imputation, Dropping
features/columns or missing records, Cleaning messy and untidy dataset

COURSE
OUTLINE
WEEK 5-8
Chapter 5: Data Manipulation and EDA:
Groupby, merging, joining, and concatenating the dataframes.
Visualization with pandas, matplotlib and seaborn. Line, bar, KDE plots, Box
plots, regression plots, histograms, labeling and styling the plots, saving the
plots.
Chapter 6: Machine Learning Foundations
Introduction to Logistic Regression, SGD, SVM, KNN, Implementation with
sklearn, model evaluation and tuning. Tree based classifiers, Ensemble
methods, Performance Measure and Stratified k-Fold, cross fold validation,
Confusion Matrix, Precision, recall, f-1 score, ROC, AUC
Intro to regression, Linear Regression with Scikit-Learn, Evaluate Regression
Model Performance, Multiple Regression, Polynomial Regression, sklearn
implementation of all regression algorithms, and in depth evaluation
Functions, args, and kwargs, comprehensions, Scope, map, filter, reduce,
Lambda functions, Generator functions, OOP, working with modules
Working with files, Reading and writing JSON files with Python's json
module, Regular expressions

WEEK 9-12
Capstone Project
Project Preparation and Proposal Submission
Initial Data Gathering and cleansing/preprocessing
Selection of machine learning models (Iter 1)
Initial Model presentation and findings report (Prototype -1)
Model tuning and continuous evaluation
Best found model presentation (Iter 2)
Feature Engineering and dimensionality reduction (If required)
Final Model Presentation
Creating a model deployment pipeline
Model deployment to the website
Finalizing the Front-end of the website
Final Project showcase
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